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Enozo: Case Study
Andrew's Pizza and Skylight Movie Theater

Overview
Andrew's Pizza does not only have operate as a gourmet
pizza parlor, but also a skylight movie theater. With Covid19, They need to clean surfaces after each use quickly, but
without the smell, cost and toxicity of bleach products. The
increased attention to cleaning has raised concerns on the
number of products used, the use of time and extra money,
as well as the bleach products that weren't as safe on the
different surfaces at the location i.e vinyl, food appliances,
carpet, etc.

The Solution: Enozo
Using the Enozo, every surface at Andrew's Restaurant is cleaned in a safe and effective
way. In between movies or after customers eat, floors, vinyl seats, and eating surfaces are
all cleaned in 30 seconds, without damage. Andrew liked it so much, he now has two
Enozo's.
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"It left the seats so clean that they use
as there last wipe down on tables at
night as well." -Ariadne
“It gives us a lot of peace of mind
knowing that we can properly sanitize
things during the pandemic" -Andrew

Results
Andrew's now has two Enozo's that have saved
them time, money, and many products. The
Enozo added a safety net for the company with
the pandemic, as well as, gave Andrew's a
sustainable and environmentally friendly
option.

They usually charge them every night, however,
it usually only needs to charge two times a
week. What they really like about it
The products super fast, its a one time purchase
that only uses water. It's really cost-efficient for
cleaning a fast paced environment.

For more information: Donastar.com
No More Overtime
Save Time!

Make Your Company Green
Save the Planet!

Allocate your Funds Well.
Save Money!

Spray, Wait, Wipe..Product
after Product...Hour after
Hour.. Stop the time
consumer Cycle with the
Enozo!
The ONE product that does
it all. The EnozoPRO takes
30 seconds to work
effectively on every service.
It's just water!

Be sustainable.Help do
your part and save the
Planet! The Enozo is
nontoxic and reusable,
saving plastic, paper, and
waster. One EnozoPRO
you would save 12000
aerosol cans and 3000
plastic bottles.

With the Enozo, you'll stop
spending funds on cleaning
supplies! With one bottle,
you stop
spending $10,000 a year
on cleaning supplies,
getting even steeper with
the pandemic. $499 on
ONE product that last
years...the Enozo is saving
you money in months!

Buy Today!
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